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ABSTRACT .

.
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.
A comparison of the sc11 Structuring of b,irth and

death in .mc4ern A0erican society ts pro.pp5se.d as ,a new area of study:
cosmic status paSsage..The author:comra es th 'two events ai cosmic,
universal transformations. The similarities 6 the experiences are
explorediiin six cateq ries. First, the vole of the birthing or dying
individuwal i tructu. ed according to the degree to which the event

'is desired, ccntrolle 131 the,individual, scheduled, voluntary,-a
s s. .

defining feature of, the-individual, visible to. others, and a singular
,

or group-experience. The second category concerns the role of,the
-modern fatill which is characterized by smaller size and more
aatonomy than families of.earlier tithes. The result is that birth and
death haveika 'greater social-psychological significance and that ,

moments -dqectly follo*ing each event are regarded as a time'of
iSolation for the immediate family. Similarities-in the third .

category:, control of information, include the appropriateness of

birth and death experiences for politen conversation, legal ,

arrangements such as birth and death certificates, and the
dissemination of news about either event. Fourth, the-role of
Medicine In toth experiences affect8 the individual's capacity,to
clefine an4.controlthe situatibn And,,redefines the limits *of ''

acceptable' risk and-.the nature of a n6hIal 'birth or death. Fifth, .

collectivt,concern about the status of these cotmic experiences leads
'to socialqbovement iri the foreof hospices and alternative blrth
'centers. Finally, the biological occasions of birth arN death are
often followed by culturally. conStnucted rituals. The author

r 'cipincludes gat the cosmic qualities of the two events cannot be

iNgnored. !KC1
. . ,
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ABSTRACT-. 4.- /I

4

Birth and death' are distinguished frad other points of status'

aasage because they 4onnect humanity with the unknown. By

/comparing the soc4al structuring of birth and death, thio paper

\)roposis ga mare generic area of study:. cosmic status passage.

After a diseussion of the changes in the experience of birth °.

and death fostered by'modernization, the similaritles of these

(;xperiences are explored in siigeneraa categories: the role

of the dying and birthing individual, the place of the family

in cosmic transformation, the:control of information surrounding

the cosmic event medical components of the experience,

collective action'Oertainiris to' birth and death and the uses

of ritual. Tbe reasons for the gimil'arities 4,n the structuring

of birth.and 'death are examined as are the benefit's of comparing

thesettwo eients.
.1
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...one day weweite balm, 'one day we 4hait dte, the 4ame
day, the Aame 4econd, that not enough ion. yolk? They
give ixiAtit aatAide o a. gnave, rthe tight gteama ctn buitant,
.theA itt4 nigtvt once mote...

Beckett, Waiting for Godot'

IntroductiOn I.

N

a

1,

Because human existence, provides the substance out of which the field of
.inquiry loosely referreCtti as social science has been forged, it is safe to

I .

sat that social scientists have always had at least a peripheral concern,with
1 0

;

the parameters of that existence death and birth. But until recebtly these
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;

'events have been .treated9with either strictacademic detachment -- as in

demographic,studies where death and birth are reduced to rates - or igith a
,

#

halting fascination which mirrors ihe interest of social science in the
A

4

aberrant -- as in investigations of ,unusual aspects oe circumstances sur-

rounding birth and death. It has'only been within the last two decades that

students of society have directed their' attention coward the routine conditions

under which these experiences occtii and the social relations which surrotind

theqk This latter approach to death 4e. g. Sudnow,\1267; Glasit and Strauss,

1965; 1968) and.to birth (e. g. KoVii, 1972; Eosengren,and DeVault, 1963; Shaw,

1974) tis'aerved:to demc4trate the social strtictgring which not only attends,

libt, helps to shape a manifestiy'biologiCal occurrence.

This new perspective on death and birth hos reyealed the presence of

several common social elements in-ihese experiences capable of allowing

\higher level of, generalization dealing with "significant.biological" or

perhaps "cosmic" status passage.
1

Not much work has been done in this area.

r" .1
Earlier ih the cenqiy, in-his now classic wor'cin rites of passage, Van

°Gennep (1909) coMpaied 4-dath and-lbirth with regard to their importance-ah

periods of transiqon, but he joined them together with other social and

biological*transiti ns in ka way which obscures the cosmic and universal

nature of.death and, irth.. Birth and death tie mankind with the unknown in

J.
ways that other points Df.status passage do not. At birth a previouslY

ton-existe_nt individual appears, at death an existing individual passes 4nto

none-existence; froM where these individuals come or where they go is- eiAher

a matter of transce6dental speculation or is relegated to the, realm of the

uninteresting by strict'adherence to scientific explanation.- Thi4 universal

tie Itch the unknown has engendered a second approach to birth 76 death compael

fioil;,the ,impact of birth and death on human behavior has,beeti thd concern of



psychologists'and has occasionally.led to a consideration of the mutual

implications of these experiences (see Rheingold, 1967; Kastenbaum and

Aisenberg, 1972:173-190'.;,,Sagan, 1979). But comparisons of birthand depth

besed in thejpsychological perspective focus on behavioral effel and

getierally are not concerned with the ways in which death,and birth are socially

structured. A final route to the juxtaposition of death,and bith has been the

study of death at birth, (Sudnow, .1967:109-116; Klaus and Kennell, 1976:209-239;

Kennell et al, 1970), but' here the major'emphasis has been on the irpact of
,

expectant life denied. It is the intentsof this paper to establish cosmic

.itatus passage as a generic type, transcending earlier comparisons'of aeath

and birth byshighlighting the many simi arities in the way, human groups

structure these experiences.

&nide from.providing further insight int o. the conditions under which social

4
relationthips are constructed and destroyed, this.exercise serves to merge the

'insights of two fieldi of sociological inquiry which have previously been'seen as

unrelated. The benefits of this juxtaposition inClude.the prOvision of a pira-

digmatic framework for the increaning.number of atudies f birth (see MAcintyre;
,

1977; Oakley, 1979). Recentyears hnve witnessed an exesneion iivthe number of

sociological investigations of childbirth wbich recalls the beginnings of the

"sociology of death" twO decades agorthe comparison provided'here suggests that
. ,

the "sociology of birth" can benefit from'and exteild the knowledge gained bY

studying death.
*et

In order to demonstrate the common social elements foun4 in these cosmic 4

exiseyiences materials have been classified into six separate categori s.

A

I

A framework for the presentation is provided by'briefly exploring tWo

t#e ways in which dying and deith andreeancy and birth are socially.

constructed, and the chaegieg conditions of birth and death. Aftet rhese'
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preliminary remarks the following a eas of biith - death similarity are inves=,

tigated:construction of the cosmi(role and interaetion with the affected

individual; the role of*the family;control of' information surrounding the

scosmii event; the medical components of the experience; dollective action

pertaining fo birth and death; and the uses of ritual.,. libile the-.purpose of
,... (-:- A '

this endeavor is to outline the nature of the extant pimilerities in the
i

. , ,

locial cOWponents of these cosmic events, it should be noied7that several

espects of birth and death are-inherently non-symetrical.2 Furthermore, some
,

,might argue fhat ell of the similarities Presented reflect nothing more than
a

the increased medicalization bf birth and death. 'In part this is an accurate
e

observation but the ensuing discussion will show that not ell similarities
. e

aittraceable to the institutionalization of the cosiit experience; in fact,

it might be argued that medicalization only reflects a larger iheme of the

shift froiCtraditional to rational conekts.

Death and Birth as Socially-Construeted

Sociologists wOking in medical sittifigs 1;ave demonstrated that what

emight appear to be'objective physical conditions ate often more properly

thought,of as "negotiated realities" (et Roth, 1963; Goffman, 1961; Freidson,

1970). Becauseóf their certainty, and universality birth-and death would

seem kess subject to-negotiation-processes than disease states such as

tubrculosis or mental illneas; however, 'in several important ways dying,

death regnan4 and birth consist not in-biologic but social reality% To

bi dying r to be pregnant implies more than the presence of a series of

biochemica reactions.

In his ethnography of death Work, Sudnow (1967:61-116) discusses "death
#



. and dying as social'states,of affairs." Su4now begins by noting that even

%though we are all dying from the moment of.our births, "fhe notion 'dying'-

has a strictly circudscribed domain of proper use".(p. 61). Consider the dif-

ferential treatmeni accorded

life exOectancy as compared 't

20-year-old who has,been given a.five-yeat

the treatment of a healthy 80-year-old.

Sudnow concludes that the idea of dyieg "appeais to-be a-distinctly social-

one, for its central relevance is provided for by the fact that [it] estab-

lishes a way of attending a person as a predictive characterization, [it]
fi

,places a frame' of interpretation around a person' (pp. 68-69; see also GlAser
,

and Strauss, 1968). Later,-in his comments on emergency roam work Sudnow.

shows how, the likelihood of dying or even being dead systematically'varies
CT

with hospital organization and perceived social value of the stricken individual.

'In an interesting eample (p. 101) he shows how persons exhibi ing a lar

physical,conditions receive different treatments based upon evaluations-of

'emergency room staffsas to their social worth -- in this particular case
.4

estimations of social value resulted in,the revival of a young'ehild and'ea

death pronounceient for, an elderly woman.

Pregnancy and birth\can also be viewed as socially determined states.
.1

Rothman (1977:9) points _out. that ',Wile- pregnalloy is commonly assumed to begin

/
at conception, a woman who has worn an I. U.-0. for five years will claim 'she

was not ptegnant during,that span -- in spige of the fact that.she probably

"\conceilied several times in those five yearq As with dying, pregnancy-is a

social constructien which offers a framework w4thin witch the actions of an,

'individual are interketed by self arid others. Negotiation forms an integral

part of tOe actual *birthing process in that perhaps the most crucial \vIriable

governitio treatment decisions -- length of labor -- is one which must be arrived

at in cicert by clients and birth attendants. Finally,, Sudnow's1(1967:109-116)
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( . .

examinhtien of death it birth reveals the problematics in defining the
,

separation of mother and fetus. as a "birth".. Fetuses withidentical physktal

charactseristics are subject to a range of definitions extending from "baby"

to "aborius" depe ding upon such things as length of pregnancy and the beliefs

and motivations o)-patients and/or doctors. In One case the physical event will-
. .

be defined as a birth, in another ar a miscarriage or'spontaneous abortion.
,

c

Clearly, then, there is 'an unmistakeable social element present in death

and birtti. Later discussion will extend these preliminary ideas by showing

the conditions under which, and the ways in which these social elements vary
i

,

and are employed. But befote delving into specifid categories of comparison',
.

,
.

it is important to note changes in the objecti1.4 circumstances zurrounding
65

these events. While birtheband death are socially Constructed experiences, the
. . .

conditions out of which this construction t#kes place play a critical part in

defining its limit's and character. f

(

The Modern Experience of Death and Birth

Death and tirth/have b presented as experiences subject 6, negotiation,

but it must be acknowledged. that the process of negotiation is significantly

affected by its Context.
3

The term ':context" here implies both the immediate

soci4location where the negotiation takes place and the larger historicel

setting. Changes in medical capabilities and sociAl conditions have worked .

to make the modern experiente Of birth and death qualitatively different from

the.experience of thele evenu in earlier times.4
4,4

Ilk .In her consideratipn,of ,tne szatuation of modern dying" Lofland (1978:

14-43) asserts that dyng n thempdern world is characterized by prolongation,
. .

byreaucratization and,iecui,arization., She accounts for the change in the nature,
,

,: .

6
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N.'

bf the dytng diperience by isolating six conditions of pre-modern dying which

are not generally found in modern iocieties. These isem84nclude (p. 18)

1) ta low level tif medical technology; 2) late detection of fatality-producing

conditions; 3) a simple definition of death;. 4) thigh incidence of death by

acute disease; 5) 41 high incidenhe of fatal,ity-producing injuries; and 6)

fatalistic passivity toward dying persons. The combination of ihese conditions

made dying in pre-modern times abaommon and fairly\Oible experience but one

which was of short duration.'By way of contrast, the increased capacity for

medital intervention found in the modern world has worked to lengthen the

process of dying e. earlier detection of and the capability to decelerate

the progress of fatal conditions) and to reduce the visibility of death (i. e.

decrease in death fates and ,institutionalization of the dying). As will be

A .
shown below, these changes have significantly impacted the social elements

Of death.

The experience of birth has likewi4e Wden appreciably altered by the
S. e

increased capacity,for medical intervention.. The introduction of reliable,

contraceptive techniques ha* resulted in birth'becoming a more premedi-

tated and 'less C01011104. occurrence. With the development of ,new atedifial
e .

r

technologies,pregnancy has become a more closely monitered condition, les

°prone to be visited by death or injury.
5

Richard and Dorothy Wertz (1977:3-5)

uggest that.in colOnial America thefrequency of birth.and the manner of

att dance (typically a midwife and a "coterie of women") made childbirth a

"social event" and an "occasion for female soliaarity"

modern birth can be properly iiiewed

the cOntext of the immediate family6.

lirth attendant) client interaction.

_At

On the other hand,

as a private affair structured4Within

and the realm of physician (Or other

It is worthy of iantion,that the.shift of birth and Oath from traditional

. 7

P 1
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." ,

. 4
' (i. e. family) to mare rational Ad. bureaudratized "settings"(i. e. the hospits

, .

..

is not aomeqing unique to ihepe event s'. Dolland (1978:41) has discerned a

tenaency alreg commentators bn the conteiRorary death sceri4 to see bdreaucr ti-
r

zatj.on as the resulty,f a "conspiracy'of cruelty and avoidance". There

.iitsilar tone:in mail f th -literature concernedwith physician-attend d

hosptal,birth (see ,fa5 example thei facetieusIO'titled chdprer "The

Auick-and-Easy, All American Hoipital Birh" in Arma .1jmprOe

Not rec izqd in either bf thesej.mplroat.co ipracy t eories

the , bureaucraticyindling of birth and. ;cleach..is: tci.be ekpect
yo""(

.
. characterited tly bureaucratic structuririg '(see Blauner, 19%r"

y =

the remanants of mihy tradktionat 'ele

more remaricable than their bureaucra

9
ew,.

i7:62-104).

s the'fact that

4 in societies

6:41-44). In fact,

menti in these e4eriences is probably'

tit naTe.

The implications of these chan- ges in the experience of birth and death%
,

will be more fully detailed below, but at least one.aspect tot-covere4, in the

following categoriesideserves note"ediciners increasing ability to tinker

with the parameieis of human existence raises significant medico-legal, if not

moral questions. 406w cipabilities for oustaining lives makes problematic

,

the early termimation of the courte towa d birth or death.- Questions regarding

I.

the sanctity of life become more poignant when it.is possible to sustain a

fgtus of six months gestation or a comatose individual. Significant in this

dilemma is the way in which increased technological capacity has pushed,

humankind further into the philosophfcal and metaphysical realm in the search

for direction on,how to properly use theit creations.
8

The frstmework established above wilt be evident ie what follows; in each

category it"wili be possible to observe the social con'struction of cosmic

experience in the context of the modern nature of the condition,' We turn

first to-the corm,truction of the cosmic role.

\

. s
-4



/DiagnoSis of the precursors of birth) or death necessitates individual
. ,

action to deal withTihis new definition of self, The chinging circumstances

of birth and'death in the modern world make the-creation of a cosmic tole

probl!matic. Medicine contributes significintly tp' the difficulty of

the

creation of this role because it expand.s.the options for behavior while

it reduces the visibility of the experience. Having witnessed few, if any,

cosmic transformations, the individual must construct a suitable pattern of

behavior, an impostant feature of which is the decision'as to theextent of

ffi

medical intervention desired. With"regard to the latter.is it possible to,

conOtive of econtinuum ranging from a self-attended experience in the home all

JIte isay.to a medicalli diteCted experience'in'tbe hospital': While the posSi-

bilities for the

are a few common ,dimenbions of these voles. ,

..

. ' 4:t

Dying and pregnancy are transitional statuses marking the pas-Sage

construction 41 the cosmic role appear limitless ttere

-.existence and-non-existence, The Management°of this jtransitory state

anfiueticid by the cosmic nature of bieth and deatb; *assage to and fro Che
-

14(nown implies certain characteristic, structural VLents. Foremost birth,
,

and death share the invariant teature o'f non-revers bility,' Furthermore
, A

comae' passage varies in the degree- fo'which it is: 0-desired; 2) controlled

etweeh,
AM

,

by,the-centialligure;- Wilcheduled; 4) voluntary; 5) a defining feature Of the

Andividual;.6) visible tO'Othera; 7):a singulai o;'group experience.9 'individuals
,

,

1

e '

caught.in this cosmic iransition will react differentlY, but their behavior
4 e i

0 4 ,..

will be struciured around thet4 dimensions. a.
, .

,
I

In her work on the dying role, Lofland (l978:48456) simplifies the

structural dimensions outlined-above by recasting them into four cedtral



4.111.,

S. . .

Pl

g4

allsteots.p. ICep4Ce," "population;": "knowledge"...and. "stafee". 'Because these 'apply'

equalAy to birth, they can be 'used, to di$cuss variations'in cosmic role
1"111 (

1

creation. "Space" 'refers to the eattant, to which 'awareness' of impending death

, or birtti will be allowed to dOminate and define other fdcets of individUal

existence. Ili* the fuiurd eve e central to all actions or will it be

puphed tb the margins of life?

experiencing dile transition
g

sin a moz,eingular.4etting. q4undohigle' refers to thf visibility Of

_op'ulation" connotes the choice between

V
he 'presence of like situated indiNfiduials' or

A

'transition; the degree towhich information pertaining to the conditiolt
-

shared. with otherA. Is ip a4secreted. fact known only to intimates or. is it
-

ahared with larger audiences? "Stance" is a less concrete conbept,, referring

to the 'attitude, adopted towatd" the ',Vent. With both birth dnd death the

1 ,

, /

3

coming experience is capable 'of being viewa'd as welcome or dreaded, an occasion
1

.. , t

- for outspoken eriticism of societal techniques for handlibg cosmic transitions
,

, 7)
1

.. .

or a time to quietly seek individual pleasure., There is a certain degree of

interaction among these dimensons. For instance, if one chloses to-share the

cosmic experience with a .large audience, 'it is unlikely that it will occupy only

aparginal amouht of life space; similarly, if one chooses to enter a hospital

pr other care facility it will .be difficult to push the co'smic condition to

thd. dargins .
4

Central to the creation of a cosmic role is the ability tq control the '

experience. -several factors impinge upon the individual's capacity to tanage
. .

, A
. cdamiic . tianaitiOn; these include biological process,"medical intervention and'

' t.

aftess- to, resources. The, desire to devote A ceiiain portion of one' s life
. '11

A. 0

tO the cosmic condition will be significant,ly,impacted by the, biologicalg. .

progression of ghat condition. This is ospecially 'apparent in cases where

.

the individual ttiep to suppress the tOndition and maintain life as ,uiluhl;

5%

A

S. "'s.
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eventually the ihysical realttiof-impending birth or death will require dorae

visible modification,of behavior,* The medical intervention typicall; found

in modern birth and death is a second element mhich limits individual controls;

those who choose -- or who are linable to avoid -- medical setings for these

tranaition will have important'institutional patameters placed'npon their

ability to control and define the experience. In fact the decision to avoid

medical institutions when dying or birthing is often Predicated upon

desire'to be seen as something more thas a dying or birthing person 6lee

. illertenbakeri1957rWard and Ward, 1977): 'The third limiting'facforaccess
4

4 I

tesourced,, arge:11, subsames the other twb.contingencies in that such access

^implies greater freedom of choice and hdnce me control. Tfle. tern) "resources"

. -
tO

4

is'ased here to refer-to financial, social and ideological supports. 'Adequate

financial resources ihsure the ibility to choose the -s4ng of

the event, be it.American or foreign hospital or some le'Ss institutionalized

° location; money can also alter the biologic process bydallowing the purchase
&

. of treatment to mask ordinary effects

res9urces4becOme'especially important

(e. g. pain).

for those who

medical trestments. Where the medical model 145, the
4 A

Social and ideoiegioal

seek to avoid standard' .

norm, the decision to

ireject the "benefits" of medicine must be supported by immediate friends and/or

relatives and a system 'of-6elief which condones the rejection of medical

assistante.

The interaction patterns of dying and pregnant people share certain

.
.

,

,unique characteristics. The concept of trajectory, developed by Gltserand
,

Strauss (1960 in relation to death is equally applicable to birth; the fixing

of an expected date -of.termination resnfts in structured management of the

period extending from diagnosis to that-chosen date. Although Glaser and

Strausi,developed the trajectory notion largely in relation to medical settings,

I.

.1
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it can be used to analyze ion-medical responses to death and birth as well,

4

Icr.medical settings trajectories are essentially useeto organize the care 1
1

whidh Is given; in non-medical contexts (and'the non-medical aspects of medical

settings) trajectories arc used as guides to interaction. With both teeth and

birth, extension beyond the trajectory creates problemil'the terminal Patient
.

. .

%who lingers or tile long-overdue/baby necessitates modification of schedules

set.up in relation to expected "normal' trajeCtories (see Glaser and Strauss;

1968:85-87) .. The 'trajectory also serves as a "cushion," a period of preparation

ificantothers. This cushi9ning becomes most evident

unexpected birth and death Can have severe psychological
e

for the individual and sisit

in fts ibsences;

effects on those

cases of

involved.
12

.,,
. The idea of "awareness contexts" offers another useful' way of examining

. ., e''
interaction patterns surrounding dying and pregnant.individuals'(see Glaser and

\
A

,Strausd, 1965). Interactions with others' will be tilodified'in relation' to the

degree of shared awareneds of the cosmic condition. While.some individuals

may attempt to "pass" (flee Goffman, 1.916) for a time,, there is usually a point

after which the physical signs will be difficult o conceal., With both birth

and death there is a period where interactions have a tendency to become

strained because of the ambiguity of observable physical evidenc . With

Fegerd to this amblguous period it

,,

possible to distinguish.pregnancy from

dying because of the socially sanct oped signal afforded by maternity clotties.13

A final distinguishing feature of the cosmic role is its capability to

encompass the significant Others of the affected individual. In a general

senie, significant other& asSume a new role, frequently being defined and

interacted :with in terms,of the codmic event before it occurs'(e. g# expectant

'fdther, individual with a'dying spouse) and once it is accomplished (e. g. new

father; bereaved perdon).. More specifically, this "encompassing effect" is made

visible if dying and pregnanty are viewed as special cases of the lsror notion of the



"sick_role" (Parsons, 195,1; chapter 10; 1978:17-34; see also Segall, 1976);
IP

4 although not all elements of Che sick role apply to these conditions, it appears

,

that in each instance there is an exemption from routine social responsibility.

Interestingly the biological and social uniqueness,of birtNand death expands

this exemption to those close to the individual actually experieneing the

6osmic transformation. "In fact, in some cases the suspension of pocial

obl. igat. ion for significant others. has been routinized' with the establishment
4.

of paid leave from work for a death or, birth in the family..

The following category extends the consideration of the effect of cosmic

status passage upon significant others to the larger realm of the role of.

the family in these experiences.
,

Cosmic Status Passage and the Irole of thelamily

tn'the preceding section the family was shown to be an important part

of the birth and death process in that it often proildes.supportlor the'
. o

P

individual involved and:frequently-comea to be defined on the basis of the

presence of the cosmic transition in its midst. But there are a few more

aspecta of the relation of the family to modern birth and death that should

be considered.

The nature'of the modern family is subject to much 'dispute, but there

is at least some consensus that it is characterized by smaller size and more

autondmy than the extended fa Liles of earlier times. Ote, major import of

.
st 1 \

this Change which affects both birth and death-has been a tendency for inereased
. -

affective attachment among family memhers.,' With the shrknkage of the extended

family -- implying a narrowing of those who are able to play "father," "mother"

or "child" roles death and birth come to have a greater social-psyehological

iignificance (beeVolkhart, 1976) Identities structured within family centexts

16 46 V
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\ are sharply linfluenced with the addition or loss of a member of that group:

Interest ng similarities are also exhibited in family.activity during

' the post-qlea and post-birth periods. The moments directly' following the
1 ,

cosm4e event are general* regarded as a time for isolation of the immediate

family. Sudnow (1967:155-157) has dbserved that even intimate friends,of the

fathily may feel to be "intruders" in ..immediate post-death scenes; similarly

DeVries (1978) notes the desire among nursing personnel'in alternative birtit

witers not to diLurb the family during the period immed'ately after birth.14

The occIsions of birth and.death frequelrmobilize otherwise inerh extended

family bonds. Research has ,indicated that seldom-seen'members of the axtehded

family,often are drawn to the scene'of the cosmic event (see Kalish, 1977;
o,

Brosehart, 1974; Bowker, 1977; Head and,Negton 1967:187-188). Thele appears

to be a certain degree ,of socializatioh occurring at theae eeunions, where the

more eXperienced fahily members, with varying levels of subtlety, inatruct others

in appropriate conduct for the situation./5
. .

Familieg'are often the primary network for the spread of news of the

cosmic event. The.idllowing'sectidn outlines this and other aspects tsincernini

information on birth and death.

The Cosmic Event and the Control of tnformation

There is a r arkable similarity in the ways information pertaining

to'birth and death is managed. , On a cultural.lelyel access to cosmic transitions

has been reduced with the shift from open to caosed dramaturgics in the
1

management of these events (see.note 7.) Furthermore, discussion of both

death and birth (especially as actual events) are excluded frdm "polite",

conversation,and are usually judged as inappropriate for children. Corer (1976:74)

14

1

I.

'



elaphasizes this fact in his analys s Of death as the "new pornography":,

1

11 The natural, processes of corruption and decay

have become disgusting, as disgustIng as the

a

natural procesaes of birth and copulation were

a century ago; preo0upation aboUt such processes
t.

is morbid and-unheillthy, to be discouraged in all

and punished in'the young. -Our great grand-

.

parents were ,totd that babies were found under

gooseberrybushes or cabbages; our children are

likely to he tdld that thoae who have passed on
/

e
are changed into flowers or lie at rest in lovely

gardens. The, ugly facts are relentlessly hidden...

While there is some debate as to the level
P

society (see Dumont and Foss, 1972; Lofland
4

to regateitalk of'death and birth.as "controlled informatioe.

71be legal,arrangeMents of society requile the bureaucratic control of

itformation pertaining to.birth And death. Akthough,they ere frequently seen
. .

4.

of death denial found in American

1978:90-03), it is 'probably safe

a's imperfect documents (see Shneidman, 1976:241i-2U; Houts, 1967) records, of

.mbirth and death are useful for(documenting family relationships, property rights

7
P-and insurance claims, and can be useful in the instigetion of litigations and

in the study of health patterns in ispecified area (see 'louts, 1967:3-3;

4c0
Eastman'and-Hellman, 1966:13)16 Records of birth and deith are routinely

included in newspapers. Obituaries typically provide more information than

birth announcements largely because one who hatrexisted for a time has had a

vhance to create a social identity capable of being documented (see Roberts,

1975; Boston Athenaeum 072).

A
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-On a personal 10e1, the dissemination of news of a specific deafh or

birth appears to follow characteristic patterns.
17

- Sudnow (1967:153-155)

asserts that be spread of death news can be conceptualized by a series of

concentric circles surrrindiog the iddividual where each.'circle 'denotes the

amotint Of time and method by' which friends and relatives of the deceased are

informed. Ongoing work with birth suggests that this notiod is transferable

to- birth news' without modification. With birth as well as death "it is possible.

to learn a good detal about, a person's posicion in a variety of soc*al strUctures

by mapping out the circles of those persons entitled to lea about-his. [cosmic.
(

transformation " (Sudnow, 1967:154). It should also be noted that in cases

of death or birth among famous personages, in Unusual cirpumstances, or in cases

of of multiple birth 'or death there is a tendency for the medis to .pre-empt
,

these I;Sual channel of communication.18 .

1

I .,

As mentioned i11 the introduction, the medical'component of birth add
.

death has had a significant effect e nature. of these :experiences'. .It 'is

io an elaboration of this medicalizati we now turn.

Medicine and the Cosmic Ex0erience.
or .4

.1

Earlier discussion has shown hoii increased cagaity for medical

intervention in birth and death has iltered, the content of these eve4s.

section will .consider the nature of the increased reliance tipon4Ikedicine

incl ding, a description of this shift,and a more prelim evaluation of 'its

r ificatións.

.14

The movement from the home toithe hospital hes significanily modified the

,care and treatilt accorded dying add birthing individuals. Lerner (1976:141)

has vindicated that "the proportion of all deaths id this country occurring in

institutions has been ritilsoateadily.../Wmay now be as high as, or higher

16 4
n
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than, two thirdsv'of all deaths." Devitt (1977)'has documented a shift in the

proportion of United States births occurring in the hospital froM 36.9 percent
r

in 1935 to 96 percent in 1960, What does this imply for the 'careS offered to

dying and pregnant persons?

First, the presence of medical technologY in the form of equipment and

training servessto redefine the limits of acceptable risk and the nature of

s

Ns normal birth or death. A birthing situation once considered normal and low.

,ritk becomes.abnormal ancU high risk.simply becauiedf the:use of.electronic

A
fetil,heart mbnitoring (see Office of Technology Assessment; 1978:39-41). A

terminal condition which once naturally eventuate* in death is redefined as a

struggle for control over the disease process where every aimilable resource

ip mobilized to prolong life. In both cases,physical signs'onte.interpreted

'as normal and within the realm of acteptable\risk aie ndw regarded as risk-

laden enough to require,Medical intervention).
9,

,

,

,

Seconde the tommon knowledge of the sociology of medicine informs us that'
-

...... .0
- .

,.
. /.

the quality of care iu hospital settings is linked tothe perceived sociil worth
i4/

1

qf the patient (Dent, on, 1978:140; Ver Steeg a d Croog, 1979). Sudnow (1967), ,

,

. described the ways in wtrich perceived social Value affectseffokts it reyival .

.\

0

for, those on the brink of death. The situation is the same with regard to birth.
1

1

N . , .
.

./Shaw .(1974;142-144) explains variqions in,treattent accorded birthing'women

I V
by status differences between physiciin-and 'patient; "the greater the status

difference the worse thketeatment,!-!--
.4,,

"
Third, .institutioual'Settingsrreduci.the individual's capacity to define

!i!

and control the situationo The hospital environment is capable of overwhelming

individual approaches to birth and Oeith. Nash ald Nash (1979) have shown the---4

'tendency.of medioal definitions to dominate "natural" approaches to childbirth
4

when birth occurs in a hospital. StJauss and Glaser (1970) in their
0

17
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reconstruction of he death of,"Mrs. Abel," portray one wpman'slargely unsu eessfut
1

battle to retain sfwe ontrol of her dying,in the face of a routinized system of

medical care. n ,both instances personal needs and desires become subservient to

, organizational ds; for examptethose who wish to6fully experience their birth

/f
or death 4N112 expect.soie type of intervention if,such.a desire upsets ebtahlished

hqspital routine: Medication, is frequently `administered to laboring Vomen simply'

to prevent them from disturbing others with their expressions of discomfort.

Foprih, the institutionalization of birth an4 death becomes part of the
%

general informational control kiLthese events. These experiences come to be

defined as properly visible only to medical personnel. It is interesting to

- . -

'note that With botk birth snd death .therj .are routinized and -4ecepted "Viewing"

periods after the event; after bei6g "cleaned ur by professionals the product_

of ,cosmic transformation is regarded as suitable for public viewing. With death

this observatio(period takes place in the funeral home, with birth in the

hospital nursery.

Finally, medical control-ov r:the cosmic experience raises questions as
. ,

to medtane's rightful place ifi,these natural occuttences. The issues of

,

,

,

abortion and euthanasia discus id earlier centir DTI this latter" dilemma,
..

with typteal argument rev'ohing around she legitimacy of prematuremediOel
4

termination or eieessiyo wolbngation of the' coimit trajectbr4r. /
.: .

) ..

s . , I

Before concluding this section, t.few*Observa ions can be made concerning
.111.

.

the medical ocCupations which-surround birth and deat0h. Oirih work and death

-work are dissimilar in that there has been some competition fortthe Orivileg,
& ,

of attending birth which has not existed with regard to attendance of, deaih

(see especially KorOino 1966). While medicine has always been concerned with

i.,

death and its prevention, birth until recently,Was not regarded as wOrthy of
,

madical,attention. The developmen of the obstetric oecialty
t

.(especial4

1if the United States) has been char terimed by a series of struggles 'to

IZA



:displace midwifery. Recent collective actiyity wijh regard to death and

. .

birth (see below) suggests 'a similarity in birth and death work; in both

inetanpee t1d4workers_are responsible for the creation of an experience.

Asmanagers of this transition they vary in the degree to which they structure

the experience to meet their needs or Akhe needs of their clients.
..1114

The medicalization,of birth and death has provided the impetus ,for

social movementa concerned with redef ing these experiences as "natural".

The neit section considers \tkeie cone ive activities.

Collective Concern with Cosmic' Experibnce .s

Increased medical domination ofNbirth and death has resulted in alt&st

satching social movements concerned with tle votential for dehumanizatiOn
V

when individual control over the experience' is lost. These are tipically-

diffuse movements -- "general eOciakmovemets" in Blumer's kerma -- but

at certain points in time and space there appears e61be enough 'coordination
4

4

, to Warrant viewin& this collectiye concerwas a "specific ',social movement"

0 k 4 ' . .
(see Blismer, 1969). t. These:tdovementi are interested in tefdrming theltiertment -

, . 4, , (,... .
of _cosmic transformation and offering alternative settings and.styles of

dying.and 1?irthing.
20

An important strategy of both movements has been what Lpfland (1978:88)?,'

1-

calls "the evocation of the enemy": A desiptinn of the ideal death or #1.

birth Li offered -- usually from the past - and i.s posed against the way

a

such transformations are currently handled.
21

, abler-Ross. (1969:5-6) sees

the prefe edlway of dying typified in her chi1dhood experience of the death

of a Swiss farmer. The scene is described as quiet, reverent and open,

occurring in the farmer's "own beloved home...among his friends..." In



0.

their Homh:Birth Book, Ward and Ward (1977)'constantly counterpose the

"dehumanizing" experience of birth in the hOspital with the WarmsJoving
4t

/ .- .

environment of ithe home (see also Arms, '1977). In both cases this lack of

fit ,between thereat" and the ideal provides the raison d'etre, the slissiorr
, 4 1 .

1 .of the social movement.
0

The "happyideith movement" and the "hame birth" or "natural thildbirth

raovement",attempt .06 encodrage reform in characteristic ways. First, there

is au emphasigron education. Beeause-they'feel the cosmic subject is a

taboo topic, both movemenrs expend much effort L.i getting the subjett our in
A .

,.
,

the openi free diecussion is seent"not'only,is a method for,caping attenti6

,to and ncouragingoption for the cosmic experience but is often regarded
. ,

havintj therapeutic'valge (see Iefland) 1978:79-81; DeVriep, 1079). Setiltd,

these movements have.promotese(with some success),the construCtion of alterna-

tives for the cosmic experience. The hospice and the'altewative birth center

represent responses of 'the medical es tablishmftt to .collectIve ,demands for

more personable care' while dyieg or birthing (see Wood, 1978i DeVries

0- -

Third,,there is An attempt to-foster legislation which would alter typical

.e
patterns of cosmic transformatioh.. Two recent issues in Californw Illustrate

, this; the.fight to legalite lay midwifery and td institute the "living will"

41
represent efforts to reduce(meds al, and increase indiiiidual contrAl over

birth ahd death.

The outlining of appropriate styles.of birthing and dying is another
/4) . /

iiportant coiponent of the.'collective*
,

The institutionalization of the cosmic

niprn with cosmic statui passage.

eveqt is seen as prohibiting a full

experiencing of that event which in turn.denies individuals the potential

for personal growth. The respective movements regard birth and death not as

i?e xpi fences to be feared, but as positive experiences important to the



.?.._.-*

. -
personality of the affected individ I land his or her si nificant others.

In the context of their discussio on maternal - infant "bonding," Klaus

an4 Kennel]. (1976:2) state that'

A

is necessary to note that,crucial life events
. .

surrolnding the development of both attachment

4gd de.tachment. have been remov lrom the home
k.

and brougb :. into the hospital over the past
.

sixty years.. Thefl hospital determinesdih

-procedures ibvolved in birth and death. The

expecfences surrounding these two events in the

*fe of an indiWidual have been atripped.of the

Tong established.traditions and support systems
-

built ui oirei Centuries to hel4 fimilies through
. .

. 23
these highly meaningful transitions. II

.;

.

The respective.Movemento also state.that the location of birth and death in'
institutions has emphasized their painful_aspects and obscured their poten-

tially orgastic qualities (see Gordon, 1970; Mertz and Wertz, 1977:190).

"
The response torthese observaWions is the provision of more or less subtle

"scripts" for the appropriate "natural birth" or "'happy death".. Interestingly,

I.
this outlining of what comprises an appropriate,death or birth'is capable of

having damaging consequences ior those'unwilling or unable tovfollow the

prescribed course. This is especially visible in childbirth where there are .

frequent reports of women who feel they have "failed" at birth because they

ware unable (or lhotuallwed) to proceed without medical intervention (see

Wertz and Wertz., 1977:191)

lc,
Al this 'point it is.interesting to speculate on the degree of articulation

$ . 1 4
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4'

between social movements cOncerned with death and birth and:laigek societal
,

1

themes. DeVries (1979) has shcsin the ways in'which collective cohcero with

birth capitatized upon ongoing social movements, especially the women's,

.'
ffrage movement in the 1920's, and more recent1y4the. "women's liberation"

move nt.' The current collective activity droudd deatb And birth can perhaps

'nked to larger,concerns such as the "retun to nature" ideal andalso.be
.

the. -increienocus on.self implied.by Wolfe's refezeOce to the-1970.'6 as the.

"me dibade". In the first instance

. ,
X r

..
.

the return Nature themeemphaiszing hart
4 C

'implicit in increase tecAnological bilities--supports a view of medical
,

intervention in 'de:eh incl' hO.rth as unnatural and capable of reducing they
.

- "quality° qf the expertence. The focus on self encourages individuals to:use

every occasion including death and birth as aA,opPbrtunity
I.

.

and advanceitient.

for growth'
4.

Insomuch SA the rites and crises.of cosmio transition have falleh into
1:

the professional-hands of physicians and funeral directors, collettive concern

-

has been extended to the ritual aspeets of these experience. The following

4
section details the similarities in the uses of ritual in death and birth.

0
4 Ritual in Cosmic Transformation .

'"*4

Me biological occasiohs of*death and birih are often followed by culturally

constructeeritual confirmations. Funerals and christenings are ritual events

with largely religious overpnes, 'although in-eaph case there has been ad

jincreasing trend toward secularization.

Birth and death are perhaps the best examples of.Van GOep:Irt1909)

three phases of pa8s 1 ge rites: se0aration, rnargi.p and aggregation. The individual

4
,is eparated from earlier status, paeses.through a maiginal, sacred period, and

'is firmed4. a new position in society. Warner (1976:366-367)

s. 22. 25

-



, ors

discusses the symbolic recognition of these

.4

:

pli'mages in the rituals o

4

The rite and facts. of birth separate the new

individual from the womb of die mothet,".and,\

1 .
-1'

folloWing the events between the rites and',facts.

of death, complete the life cycle ,by returning
. .

human body* tsf the maternal 6ody ;of natUre;
.

47he Christian rites baitism and those sug-
,

counding death 'symbolically recognize the °

. .

meanings, assigned these facts...baptism is

. bobh i.death and Mirth rite (and] extreme-

ert

," 1

,.."1°

unctioi and Christian iftrals,..symbolically
, 3P'

state the mfaning of death ik both an ending

f
a peginning.

ir '.

-
. .

.

4' With inireased" eeculariiation of the modern wiirld there has been a
,,.,,

. ,
.

-
,

'decline

in the use of 'ritu41. to mark these transfolcmations..\:.Bocock, (1974:124)
wf 4. it i .

a ' ". . -. 4 , .

i..

'hes doeumeimek. a "ihiatillpitecline ' the statteitto 'fox'. [infant], haFismiet during
, 0 -.-. i1/4

.

,

the 1960 ; Blauner, t.(197644 X fp. miks of the "decline of the funeral. in. modern'

, society". But oe-Ahi two the luneral haa,proyed' to,be .the more persistently

reasons may be offered for the

the funeral. The doctrinal

employed (see Corer, 1965), A few preliminary

deline of christeniags_an4- the persistence of
,

. .

dispute over the:appropriateness-of infant baptism (see Schlink 1969:131 142)

has undoubtedly affected Up' OUrvival.. Even.among clergy advocating the

practice, Bocock (1974:126-127) observed a hesitancy to baptize infants whose

prents are only loosely connected to the church. Also,' 1614e 'birth,. death

- ss,

.4



presents the'very real prdblem of a 'body In need 'of disposal the cOmpletion .
:4

Of this dispolal withoUt some ritual commiporation apparently would s:e'em highlyt
w

impiepei toithose ctose toe the dead person. Finally, the funeral serves °Nt,.. , ,
!4

-

to relieve the greater social psythological pressuie of death., Fulton
,

,

(1976:169) Claims that :the funeral,..allows for the controlled expression of
.

tingr and hostilitY and* the 'mese ing,of gu lt and.anxiety,..tkereby relteving

.

the most,-prominent emotions-associated with death. , Biaunei (1976:43)
, .,

risits that:funerajo are cot ''mere ritual" but ari "aigni"fieent adaptive
-r -,

structure." Vhich, function to ease the disruption which characterizes deith,
,

,especially in ,simple soc1eties. 24

Another birth - death similarity is visible in Warnerl,a (1976 369-470)
' e t.

i interesting assertion that transition rites have an inoimal comOonent which
, ,.

, seryp to alloethe expression of,
paradonical emotions corium) to these events.

a .
.

Re..sees post-funeral pt14ring and. th;;"unofficial behavior of. father during

the period of birth' and Confinement ef the expectant Ather" 'as informal means

of expressing feelings not allowed toy the traditional method of organizing
tar.

these events.

biith and. death wittials is the..annual commemoration

of the date on which the cosmic event ocoured. Anniverearies of birth ned

'1

death ire' typicilly occasions for reflection,and Alebration -of, the life

involved. jIn cases of ismouS personae* it is not unesual (for .comiemorations

to le/schedule* significant interVils from both their dates of birth and

their,dates of a%p. .

o

girth and &sad) rituals have a siinificint.istpact on the control ot
.-

infortietion relating to cosmic transition because 6by are the event. which

attempt to "make 'sensp""out of transcendent experience. These ritual l'ac-

lenowledgemente of kiological processes seive to.define the larger meaning of

Amman existence and:reflect, nor without some lag the ways *which the
.4.

.
. 7 -e. , .

t
,

'-turd is-regarded.---, I
is

4
:i, 24 2, .i.. . .
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CoFiclulionk

The similarities between the social structuring of birth and death have

been presented in a series of general categories Which could serveto obscure

the interactiontbetween elements Of the categories. Forinstance, the social

movements cencernef with death and with birth have affected and are affected

by elements in each of the other categories. Thy have been motivated by the

proleisional encroachment upon the cosmic transformation (both in medical and

ritualarealms),,seek to influence individual cosmic role construction, in-

-chiding re-establishing the place of the family in these events, and are

concerned with the way info;ination relating to the cosmic experience is

presented.

Whit$ can be learned by this comparison of birth end death? Academically,

studiefrof birth and death share similar goals.and similar problems. In

both cases Shere is an attempt to get at the structure, of the social bond

in the first instance by investigating its creetion, in the Second cane by

looking into its destruction. Problems of access plague both areas 7- the

'privacy and intimacy of birth and death make it difficult to acquire first-

- hand or evert survey, della. In flight of .the, birth - death similarities otitlined

above, these sharea.academic interests suggest the benefits of inte

'between these fields of inquiry. To briefly summarize, the prolon

dying has created a "(Period of tim? preceding unplanned status passage

analogous to the period of gestation; the movement of birth and death

institutional.seaings has resulted,in similarl/imitatione being placed An

indiviSkial control over these e xperiences. These and other structural

similarities will allow the insights gained in the analysis of death'and

dying *to be,applied to relative y new exploration of birth. Sociológieal

inveitigations of childbirthi e a fairly recent phenomenon, but like studies



of death,ilheire is a potential for expansion whicb could lead to a distinct

field bfUlheuiry. Even if the "sociology of birete is never established as)

a sub-area in the,discipliir, it ItiOuld be a needless repetition to ignore.

applicable analytical contributiens from investigationsik death,

The Move to alternative settings witnessed in both birth and death invites

inquiry as to the meaning of this sh*ft. On the surface such a. trend seems

to imply a movementback to traditional modes of behavior, but this is not

the only possible interpietation. Thi desire for alternative approaches to,

these events indicates a shift in concern from "produci" to "experience"t

Non-alternative settings and indeed tiaditional (i. e. primitive) settings

share an emphasis not on,the experience of dying or b*rthing but on its out-
,

come. The focus on experidhce found in alternative centers,for birth and

death Indicates A situaiion where the Outcome of theie eventeis problematic -:-

. e. the infant has no pre-ordained niche in social structure and the decepsed

ii not Passing_into another realm of existence. Seen in thii light alternatives'
1

,

in the treatment of birth and- death Are not a step backward. but a step f4 orward.

Finally, the marked similarities between birth and death require more

explicit explanation than has yet been offered.' Birth and death have always vb

been the concern of more than individuals; because they define its existence,

communities have a legitimate interest in these cosmid events, an interest
0

wbich manifests itself in similar responses to the experiences.. Temporally,

the fact that both shire tommon features of status passage (e. g. largely

unschecluled, irremersible) might account for the similaretructuring of birth

and death. But,-as suggested in the introduction,lithe coimic qualities of

*

these events can not be ignbred. The tie with the unknown requires cultural

constructions which in some way serve to explain human existence an part of

larger metaphysical realm.

4.



Footnotes

1. 1m sociological parlance, death has become "terminal status passage" (see

Marshall, 1976); likewise, birth could be termed "original status passage".

Nor on extended discussion of the variable dimensions of status passage, see

Glaser nd.Strauss, 1968:237-250.

2. For example, death. can be inflicted instantaneously, a fact whifh allows

ior mass death; there is no counterpart to this in birth. Also, biith

necessarily inv4ves two people -- one of'them alwaya a female -- while death

doesmot; this implies that the treatment of birth will be conditioned by

the culeurally defined.role of female. TIOduality of birth and ehe singularity

of death might appear to hinder comparison, but because the units of-comparison

are social events, not'individuals, this does not present a ,serious problem.

3. For a more complete treatment of negotiations and their context@ see

0

Strauss (1978). It should ,be noted here that ethnic contextaAave important

ramifications for the treatment of death and birth-(see Kalish and Reynolds,

1976; Mead and Newton, 1967).

4. The focus of this paper is on death and birth in the modern industrialized

worldi, although occasional references win be made to anthropological literature,

5. Although some would argue the merits of technological intervention in

'birth. See Mehl et II (1977) and Pearse (1979).
.

6. _nosily is to be loosely congtrued, not necessarily implying the classic

4
nuclear family.

7. la an interesting discussion on the changes in the staging of state

executions, 4ohn Lofland (1066) suggests that changes in the management of

birth andfdeath reflect 11 larger societal shift from "open" to fi concealed"

'41

dramaturgice.

S. See Uhl 1974; Veatch, 1976; !Mils et al, 1968.\1
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Ihese dimensions were drawn fromAaser and Strauss, 1968; 245.

10. The following represent a modifidation of Lofland's (1978;56 70) four

"externals" which impinge on the shaping.of a dying identity.

.11. It ivalso possible to conceive of the reverse situation where'the

appearance of 'nomuality" maies_it difficult to convince others of iupending
,

death or birth.

12. This is especially true in cases where death and birth fall outside of

the range where such events can be expected. Thus it is a more "remarkable"

occasion when a young pero n dies, or when a pre-teen or elderly)female_gives

birth.

13. Thie is especially true with the new genre of "message" maternity blouses

which leave n9 doubt for the observer; the typical design has the word "BABY"

printed across the Chest with an arrow below directed'at the tbmadh.

14. However, after a period of time visiting by friends is deemed proper and

the falsity is open to all those who wish to extend sympathy/congratulations

(see Sudnow, 1967:156);

15. With the decline of the extended family other avenues for gaining infor-

ration about birth and death have been devisedn A prime example is the "Tel--0,'
4 -

Ned" system which allows an individual to hear a packaged tape whidh gives Ls

information on a variety of conditions including birth and death.

-16. A reflection ofthe medicflization of birth and'death is found in the

ifact that death and birth certificates typically require the signature of a

Ihysictan.

17. What follows also applies, although less rigortusly, to newi of the :)

diagnosis of the Alia coedition..

. ,

':-18. 'The current pubiic fascination with birth anddeath has allowed some
, lb,

.
.'

'individuals. to Choose a."media" biith.or\death where they are.fellowed through'

the cosmic transformation by someone who in turn reports the.experience

4



4

the public.

19. Silvermin (in Arms41971 142-144) discusses the necessity a bafanceirisk

factors with quiTy of experience.factors in birth.
4

20 The following discussionis heavily influenced by Lofland' (1978:74-104)

vo

discussion of the happy death movement.

21. It is signifiant to note thaalthough medicine has impacted death and

birth in all modernized countries,'the United States is often singled out for
4

its dehumaniied treatment of these events (see Haire, 1974; Aries, 1974).

a a 4_
.2z. Ot course the question remitids whether such settings are best viewed as

true alternatives or as medical cooptatiou of the movements demanding change.

23. See Silverman (in Arms, 1977:142-144)on this same point. More generally,

#

APHaire (1972) for t4e ways in which ingitutionalization as hindered the

birth *process .

24 Read (196672) points out that(the rituals surrounding death and,birth

in-primitive cultures often are seen as protectians from the "pollution"

associated with those processes.

0 0
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